Bringing it back…

Being now five days deep into the County
Championship competitions it is becoming
prominently more intense. Swimmers and teams
all around Hertfordshire are travelling out to
compete and represent their hometowns. Including
clubs such as Stevenage, Hitchin, Hatfield,
Hertford, Potters Bar, Watford, Royston, Cheshunt
and BishopStortford.

Turning Tables!

Many are competing in the heightened competition
that the number of the competitors are infact in the
hundreds. Despite this, their thriving results
showcase that their nerves have only appeared to
fuel them. In the first few competitions eight
swimmers crumpled county championship records
and that has now risen to a mighty 26.

Last week consisted of a double whammy where Ryan
Wall crushed two record times only for them to be
swiftly beaten again both by Joel Pieterson in the same
day! Unsurprisingly in a sport as quick paced as this the
tables have been flipped once again and Ryan is back
holding the record once more in the 13yrs Over 200M
Freestyle with a time of (02:11:06)

All the swimmers strive to make their clubs proud and it
seems Hatfield certainly achieved this; breaking the most
County Championship records so far. In the last two
competitions they have replaced eight winning times.
Closely behind is Watford beating four, followed by
Royston topping three records.

RECORD HOLDERS
Kirsty Neill (13yrs) in the 200M Breaststroke, Ryan Wall (13yrs) in the Over 200M Freestyle, Michael
Klimaszewski (16yrs) in the over 200M Freestyle, Emily Gray (10/11yrs) in the over 50M Freestyle/ Erin Currie
(12yrs) in the Over 50M
Lewis Shaylor (16yrs) in the Over
Freestyle/100M IM , Charlotte
50M Breaststroke/, Tigerlilly
Williams (14yrs) in the over
Donald (12yrs) in the 50M
50M Freestyle, Edward
Backstroke, William Lockwood
Ormsby (13yrs) in the 50M
(10 yrs) in the 50M Breastroke,
Breaststroke / 200M Breastroke,
Ever Ives (10/11yrs) in the 200M
Ever Ives (10/11yrs) in the 200M
Freestyle, Joel Pieterson (13yrs) in the 100M IM.
Freestyle / 100M IM

